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AVOD ON THE RISE, MOFFETTNATHANSON SAYS
  Looking beyond COVID-19 disruptions, total traditional 
TV advertising’s steady $70 billion in revenue could sink by 
20% — or  $14 billion — over the next five years.
  A MoffettNathanson Research estimate says much of 
this will come from cord-cutting, CPM inflation and rising 
advertising VOD services, Television News Daily reports.
  This year’s projection is that total TV revenue will decline 
to $61 billion, drifting lower to $56 billion by 2024.
  National cable networks will sink to 17% to $24 billion; 
local TV stations down 5% to $19 billion; national broadcast 
networks, 14% lower to $12 billion; local 
cable remaining the same, $4 billion; and 
syndication falling 33% to $2 billion.
  In five years — through 2024 — cable 
TV networks will see the biggest decline in 
actual advertising dollars, going down to $21 billion, with 
national broadcast networks roughly at the same levels — 
$12 billion.
  “This would represent the first period in time when there 
has been a long-term structural decline in the linear TV 
ad spending market,” says Michael Nathanson, senior 
research analyst for MoffettNathanson. 
  He adds ad-supported video on demand (AVOD) streaming 
services will grab these lost traditional TV ad revenues 
because it can improve TV’s reach in adding younger 
viewers.
  Additionally, AVOD can ease cost per thousand viewer 
price inflation from mixing in lower CPM content. Also, 
AVOD promises better granular data in targeting audiences.
  Estimates are AVOD will grow to nearly $14 billion by 2024 
from around $3 billion in 2019.

RESTAURANT M&A NOT FAR OFF 2019’S PACE
  In spite of the past three months, the speed with which 
restaurants are bought and sold hasn’t slowed down, 
Nation’s Restaurant News reports. As of July, there were 
12 mergers and acquisitions across the industry, compared 
to this point last year, when there were 19 at the end of July.
  The industry saw a total of 34 mergers and acquisitions in 
2020. Considering only three companies that have declared 
bankruptcy in 2020 have been purchased, there could be a 
buying spree as well as an expansion spree as real estate 
picks up in late 2020.
  Fast-casual brand Habit Burger was acquired by Yum 
Brands in January. The deal was finalized in March in a 
huge merger for the brands, introducing a fast-casual chain 
into the company’s portfolio, which already included Pizza 
Hut, KFC and Taco Bell.
  Third-party delivery companies, which saw increased 
attention and business starting the first month of the 
pandemic when stay-at-home orders began, also saw some 
major mergers. It began with Just Eat Takeaway acquiring 
Grubhub, and – so far – ended with Uber acquiring 
Postmates after a snub from Grubhub.

ANALYST: LEGACY TV AD REVS TO SINK 20% IN 5 YEARS
ADVERTISER NEWS
  In what’s described as an “industry first,” consumers can 
now fill their online Walmart shopping cart directly from 
their email. Verizon Media has announced the launch of 
Groceries from Walmart, a program that allows Yahoo 
Mail users to browse, add to cart, and buy essential gro-
ceries from Walmart right within Yahoo Mail. It’s the first 
time email users can fill a shopping cart from their inbox, 
streamlining their shopping experience from within the mail 
app they use daily to track promotions, coupons and more, 
according to Verizon. In addition, to enhance the shopping 

experience, users will get personalized gro-
cery recommendations based on their Ya-
hoo profiles... There’s been a changing of 
the guard at Dollar Tree. The discounter 
says Gary Philbin, who joined the company 

in 2001 and was named CEO in 2017, is retiring as chief ex-
ecutive after a 40-plus-year career in retail. He will be suc-
ceeded by Michael Witynski, the enterprise president of 
Dollar Tree. Philbin will stay on as an executive and board 
member until Sept. 23. Witynski joined Dollar Tree in 2010 
as senior VP of stores… Coldwater Creek is holding a sale 
— a big sale — amid strong signs that it may be going out of 
business. The struggling women’s apparel retailer is hold-
ing a 70%-off everything sale on its website, with all sales 
final. The new Coldwater Creek catalog is offering the same 
promotion… CBL Properties, the owner and operator of 
more than 100 enclosed malls that built its first mall in Tex-
as in 1979, is reported to be preparing a Chapter 11 filing. 
Bloomberg Law says the Chattanooga, Tenn.-based com-
pany has been negotiating with its lenders to enter Chapter 
11 with a restructuring agreement. CBL had entered into 
forbearance agreements with its lenders after missing two 
interest payments totaling $30 million. Both agreements 
expire tomorrow... Twenty-one retail CEOs are publicly 
urging the governors of all U.S. states to require masks in 
stores, according to an op-ed by the group published by 
CNN. The chief executives, who include Best Buy’s Co-
rie Barry, Dollar Tree’s Gary Philbin, Ulta’s Mary Dillon, 
Gap Inc.’s Sonia Syngal and Nordstrom’s Erik Nord-
strom, called the failure to do so in states that haven’t “sim-
ply irresponsible and ... counter to basic principles of public 
well-being.” Retailers themselves, most notably Walmart, 
the country’s largest, are increasingly taking it upon them-
selves to require masks to shop in their stores. Gap, Inc. 
was the latest to join that group, which now also includes 
CVS, Walgreens and GameStop, among others... South-
west Airlines has received interest from 28% of its work-
ers for extended leave or exit deals, Chief Executive Gary 
Kelly has told employees, while Delta Air Lines says it’s 
reviewing its pilot staffing after 2,234 bids for early retire-
ment. Southwest, with around 60,900 employees in 2019, 
said it would accept applications from 4,400 for early re-
tirement and evaluate nearly 12,500 requests for extended 
time off packages.
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AVAILS
  Meredith Corporation’s Local Media Group is searching 
for an experienced leader and Vice President/General 
Manager for WNEM in Saginaw, Mich. The 
Vice President/General Manager will develop 
the station’s full potential for audience, revenue 
and profits consistent with planning objectives 
and with company policies and federal and state 
regulations. Bachelor’s degree in Business 
Management or related field, or equivalent training and/
or experience. MBA highly preferred. Minimum 3 years of 

successful experience as a General 
Manager of an affiliate station(s) also 
required. For more details, CLICK HERE 
and search for job #JR08833. EOE.
  WRAL-TV in Raleigh, N.C., is seeking 
a Strategic Accounts Manager. The 
mission of the Strategic Accounts 
Manager will be to prospect and 
develop new business and grow existing 
business on local, regional and national 
accounts that we have identified as 
business development accounts. 

While new business is a primary focus, the Strategic 
Accounts Manager will grow existing business shares 
through promotions, content development and partnership 
opportunities. To apply, visit www.capitolbroadcasting.com. 
A pre-employment drug screening is required. EOE. M/F.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

ANALYST: LOST GAMES TO COST SINCLAIR RSNs
  With the Major League Baseball season about to belatedly 
begin, analyst Steven Cahall of Wells Fargo calculates 
that regional sports networks will cost Sinclair Broadcast 
Group $130 million in cash when the baseball, hockey and 
basketball seasons end.
  Sinclair’s RSN Group, called Diamond Sports, will get 
money back from the sports teams networks carry.
  Cahall figures that Diamond pays about $1.9 billion in 
sports rights, 62% of that money going to baseball teams. 
Diamond will get no money back from the National Hockey 
League teams, minimal money from National Basketball 
Association teams and a good chunk from baseball teams, 
which are playing just 60 games in this shortened season, 
fewer than the 142 games they promised to MVPDs. 
  In total, Cahall estimates Sinclair and Diamond will get 
back $693 million of the $1.9 billion in sports rights.
  According to Cahall, only the largest distributors get 
rebates from Diamond’s networks, which will deliver about 
64% of the games they contracted for, resulting in an $823 
million rebate to the MVPDs. 
  That leaves Sinclair and Diamond out $130 million.
  “With cord cutting also accelerating, we think Diamond 
remains a high-risk asset for an eventual restructuring, 
which remains a distraction to Sinclair’s equity,” Cahall said 
in a research note. He rates that stock “Underweight,” but 
“would turn more positive if Sinclair were to exit the RSN 
business, especially in light of accelerating cord cutting.”
  In August of 2019, Sinclair and Disney closed their $9.6 
billion deal for Sinclair to buy 21 Fox Regional Sports 
Networks and Fox College Sports.

INSURANCE PROVIDERS NOW TOP AD CATEGORY
  Insurance providers advertised robustly in Q2 2020, airing 
9.3 million spots across radio, television and local cable – 
an increase of more than 1.5 million instances compared 
to the same period in 2019, according to Media Monitors’ 
rankings of the top 10 advertisers from April 1 to June 30.
  As advertisers adjusted their media plans in response 
to the pandemic and protests across the U.S., the top 10 
leaderboards were reshuffled, although insurance providers 
led the way. GEICO was the No. 1 advertiser on broadcast 
TV, while Liberty Mutual took the top spot on local cable. 
Meanwhile, Progressive aired the most 
spots on radio.
  “First with the pandemic and then in 
response to protests, advertisers quickly 
pivoted their advertising, adjusting media 
plans and releasing new creative to 
address changes in consumer needs and 
expectations,” said Philippe Generali, 
president and CEO of Media Monitors. 
“Even in the uncertain environment, our 
analysis shows remarkable consistency 
from Q2 2019 to Q2 2020. Insurance 
providers, fast-casual-quick service restaurants and local 
car dealers remain the top advertising categories.”
  The insurance provider category aired 2.4 million spots on 
broadcast TV in Q2 2020, propelling it to No. 1, up from third 
in the same period last year. The legal services category 
ranked second, while cleaning & household products was 
No. 3. The fast casual-QSR category dropped two spots to 
No. 4.
  The top 10 ranking for broadcast TV was also reordered 
with six new advertisers. The U.S. Census Bureau secured 
the No. 3 spot with 293,316 instances. The Centers 
for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC) entered the 
leaderboard, airing prevention tips for COVID-19. Several 
CPG brands were among top 10, including Neutrogena 
(No. 4), Febreze (No. 6), Tide (No. 7) and Colgate (No. 9).

BRANDS SHIFT SPEND AWAY FROM SOCIAL MEDIA
  It’s not just Facebook that’s seeing a decline in advertising 
dollars, according to a report by Ad Age.
  New data from Pathmatics, which tracks online ad spending 
in the U.S., says some marketers are also spending less 
on Twitter. All told, the company says, Facebook’s top 
advertisers spent 19% less through the first 10 days of July 
compared with the same period a year ago. Top advertisers 
on Twitter, meanwhile, reduced spending by 9% over the 
same period compared with a year ago.
  At least some, but by no means all, of the reduced 
Facebook spending is connected to the ongoing advertiser 
boycott.
  “Some brands Pathmatics analyzed were not public 
proponents of the boycott,” the report says, “but their 
spending shifted away from Facebook, including 
McDonald’s, Kraft Heinz, LinkedIn, Geico and Hulu, 
which is owned by The Walt Disney Co. Some brands, 
including McDonald’s, pulled spending from Twitter, too.”
  Ad Age identifies YouTube as the apparent beneficiary of 
the spending shift. The report says several major brands — 
including Geico, Hulu and Samsung — are moving money 
to its channel.
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Larry The Cable Guy

Years ago I was headed 
to Vegas and I sat next 

to a ventriloquist. He fell 
asleep, but I talked to 

the puppet for an hour. 
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U.S. VIDEO GAME SPENDING HITS 10-YEAR HIGH
  Video game spending in the U.S. reached its highest 
point since 2010, according to a new NPD Group report, 
with sales through June reaching $6.6 billion on hardware, 
software and accessories.
  It’s the highest total for the first six months of the year 
since spending hit $7 billion a decade ago.
  Spending has been dramatically higher in 2020 than it 
was compared to last year, with sales through June up 
19% year over year, and June sales specifically were up 
26% compared to the same month in 2019. While NPD’s 

numbers don’t cite a specific reason for 
the boost in sales, it’s hard not to draw 
the conclusion that a major contributing 
factor was the spike in video game 
playing caused by millions of people 
having a sudden boost in free time 
thanks to COVID-19 shutdowns.
  It’s not the first record 2020 has set for 
video game sales, either: U.S. spending 
hit an all-time quarterly record earlier 
this year. And with new consoles on the 
way in the fall from both Microsoft and 

Sony (in the form of the Xbox Series X and PlayStation 5) 
to boost hardware sales, 2020’s record-setting run may be 
far from over.

THIS AND THAT
  The Consumer Technology Association predicts that 
shoppers will spend 2.2% less on technology this year 
than in 2019, the first reduction since 2009. Consumers will 
continue their move to software and streaming rather than 
hardware, the CTA adds... Total retail sales worldwide are 
expected to hit $23.358 trillion in 2020, down 5.7% from 
2019 — and nearly 12% below eMarketer’s pre-pandemic 
estimate of $26.459 trillion.
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FunnyTweeter.com

My mom would complain 
about no cabinet space, 

but she also kept an 
entire set of “nice” dishes 

in case the President 
stopped by or something.

SUNDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

JUNE SEES RISE IN FURNITURE RETAIL SALES
  Furniture and home furnishings store sales are still on 
the climb month-over-month, with June’s totals increasing 
32.5% over May. But they still lag behind year-over-year by 
3.5%, according to the latest federal data.
  In total, Furniture Today reports, furniture and home 
furnishings store sales earned a projected $9.58 billion 
in the month of June. This increase in sales over May’s 
adjusted $7.22 billion total, down from a previously reported 
$7.72 billion for the month, can be attributed to several 
factors, including what many retailers are calling a “pent 
up consumer demand” for furniture and 
early July Fourth promotions.
  Despite those factors, retailers are still 
facing problems with getting consumers 
back into stores because of safety 
concerns over COVID-19. Additionally, 
some stores are struggling with long lead 
times as manufacturers across the globe 
work to catch up with the new demand 
following cancelled orders and weeks 
of factory shut downs in the face of 
COVID-19.

NAB URGES DEFEAT OF PROPOSED AD TAX
  The National Association of Broadcasters and other 
industry trade associations are urging TV and radio stations 
to take action now to avert a proposed a tax on advertising 
in the District of Columbia before the first of two votes on 
the proposal takes place today, Inside Radio reports.
  The Advertisement and Personal Information Tax 
would impose a 3% tax on services related to the planning, 
creation and placement of advertising on television, radio, 
print and digital media. The D.C. Council said it expects the 
ad tax will raise $18.4 million in the fiscal year that begins 
Oct. 1, growing to $79 million within a few years.
  “This is alarming news as cities and municipalities across 
the country that are hurting for revenue could follow suit 
and take similar actions to tax advertising,” the NAB said. 
“We need your help to take action now.” It is calling on 
broadcasters to email the D.C. Council and ask it to remove 
the proposal from the budget.
  A 2015 IHS Economics study commissioned by the 
ANA found advertising accounted for $5.8 trillion in U.S. 
economic activity and supported more than 20 million jobs, 
which represents 14% of all U.S. employment.

FEWER IN U.S. SKIPPING MORTGAGE PAYMENTS
  Fewer than 4 million homeowners across the U.S. are 
skipping their mortgage payments, according to new 
estimates from the Mortgage Bankers Association.
  The trade group reported that only 7.8% of mortgage loans 
nationwide were in forbearance as of July 12, equating to 
roughly 3.9 million homeowners. It represents the smallest 
share of loans in forbearance in more than two months.
  The percentage of Americans in forbearance on their home 
loans has fallen for five consecutive weeks. A record number 
of Americans requested forbearance as the coronavirus 
pandemic upended the U.S. economy. A provision in the 
CARES Act allowed anyone with a federally-backed 
mortgage, including loans backed by Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac, to receive forbearance.


